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Foreword

During the 1980s, American agriculture experienced widely fluctuating farm income,
and many rural communities faced declining economies. These financial difficulties have led
Congress to search for solutions to these problems. Because agriculture is a major industry in
rural areas, diversifying agricultural markets to include industrial uses in addition to
traditional food and feed markets, is viewed as a means of strengthening agricultural and rural
economies. Additional concerns that could potentially be addressed by using agricultural
commodities as industrial raw material sources include environmental pollution and U.S.
industrial vulnerability to petroleum and strategic material supply shocks.

Congress requested the Office of Technology Assessment to assess the use of agricultural
commodities as industrial raw materials. This report examines potential new crops and
traditional crops for industrial uses including replacements for petroleum and imported
strategic materials; replacements for imported newsprint, wood rosins, rubbers, and oils; and
degradable plastics. The analysis includes an assessment of the technical, institutional,
economic, and policy constraints to the development of crops for these uses; discussion of
programs available for assistance; and examination of the potential implications of using
agricultural commodities as industrial raw materials.

This report finds that, in the absence of additional and more comprehensive policies,
developing industrial uses for agricultural commodities alone is unlikely to revitalize rural
economies and solve the problems of American agriculture. However, it is possible to provide
domestic sources for many imported industrial materials, some of which are considered to be
of strategic importance, and potentially to replace selected petroleum-derived chemicals. And,
some industrial uses of agricultural commodities offer potential to decrease certain types of
environmental pollution.

This report was requested as part of a larger study examining emerging agricultural
technologies and related issues for the 1990s. The study was requested by the Senate
Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry, the House Committee on Agriculture, and
the House Committee on Government Operations. Two reports issued from this study are:
Agricultural Research and Technology Transfer Policies for the 1990s and U.S. Dairy
Industry at a Crossroad: Biotechnology and Policy Choices. One additional report is in
progress. Findings of this report are relevant to specific legislation regarding agricultural
research and technology transfer that was debated for the 1990 Farm Bill. The information
contained in this report was made available to Congress for that debate.

In the course of preparing this report, OTA drew on the experience of many individuals.
In particular, we appreciate the assistance of all of the workshop participants. We would also
like to acknowledge the critiques of the reviewers who helped to ensure the accuracy of our
analysis. It should be understood, however, that OTA assumes full responsibility for the
content of this report.
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Director
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